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Be Born Again 
We would like to wish you all a Happy New Year 
2018 and the encompassing spirit of hope and 
vitality which each New Year brings. Firstly, we 
would like to acknowledge the staff and students 
of the University for their individual and collective 
efforts in contributing to the continuing success and 
excellence of the university.  The year 2017 was a 
year filled with various landmarks and 
achievements and this would not have been 
possible without your dedication and commitment 
to this great Institute. Looking ahead, 2018 should 
reflect a radical change in focus and attitude 
reflected through a marked commitment to the 
DSVV Core Values. Innovation, Integrity and 
Enthusiasm to the noble cause is the greatest 
strength which makes us a university with a 
difference. We always believe in the principle of: 
Reform, Perform and Transform. This is the reason 
why this university has earned a big name and 
fame across the globe within a very short span of 
time. This is marvelous, miraculous and motivating 
for the whole academic arena. With the end of the 
year 2017 we have not merely ushered in a new 

year but a new era with a new resolution, new 
spirit of enthusiasm and commitment. With the 
beginning of the New Year the university has now 
become sixteen years old. For us, 2018 will be a 
year for maximizing our gains and making inroads 
into such areas that will further boost our efforts at 
achieving our higher goals and ensuring 
excellence in providing quality education. Let’s 
keep pushing and striving towards excellence, 
bearing in mind that our collective efforts will 
definitely yield good results.

This is of course the best time to bury all grudges. 
Between friends, families, neighbors, classmates, 
relatives, co-workers, it is the time to forget all 
wrongs suffered and all injuries, to let bygones be 
bygones. Such a spirit indeed constitutes the real 
spirit of celebrating the New Year.

The New Year begins as an empty slate with 
nothing but a sense of immense possibilities, 
potentials and hope.  This is just like taking a new 
birth. As Henry Ward Beecher wrote in 1882, 
“Every man should be born again on the first of 
January.”  So be born again on the New Year with 
a new spirit, new resolution and new enthusiasm. 
May the year 2018 be productive and bring to 
each person lots of Love, peace, bliss and 
prosperity.

Editorial
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Respected Pro Vice chancellor was selected 
as one of the speakers on the topic “Mutual 
Goodwill of different Religions” discussion 
organized by Faith and leadership institute in 
Royal Methodist Hall (which is a very famous 
hall near Westminster and where United 
States was formed in 1940).

In this discussion, Honorable Prince Charles, 
the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Chief 
Professor of the Jews, the Home Minister of 
U.K., and all the office bearers of the U.K.’s 
Prime Minister’s Office were present. Apart 
from this, senior faculty of more than 150 
different religions, deans of the cathedral, 
heads of Imam, Rabi, the chiefs of the non-
governmental organizations were also 
present.

In this program, only 5 representatives, from 
the various heads who were invited, received 
the opportunity to express their views. 
Amongst those five, besides including Prince 
Charles, Archbishop of Canterbury, the 
representatives of U.K.’s Home Minister and 
U.K.’s Prime Minister, Res Dr. Chinmay Pandya 
ji received the opportunity, wherein he 
expressed the views of the Revered Gurudev 
and the Shantikunj.

Impressed by his views, Honorable Pro-Vice 
Chancellor was also invited to express his 
views in the House of Lords the other day, 
where too he conveyed the ideas of mission 
and work of the Gurusatta’s life. He also 
informed about the the Dev Sanskriti 
Vishwavidyalaya.

Transformation
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Dr. Chinmay Pandya speaks in House of Lords
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Dr. Chinmay Pandya speaks in House of Lords
on the topic Mutual Goodwill of different Religions 



Departments’ Diary
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Awareness Programme on Human rights 

National Human Rights commission and dsvv jointly 
organized the programme  which was based on 
knowledge of human rights among youngsters. 
Preciding the programme Hon Chancellor Dr. 
Pranav Pandya encouraged the youth to be aware 
of their rights and it is the duty of the youth to have 
knowledge on the law, duties and their rights so that 
they can become the responsible citizen of the 
nation. Focusing on the importance of fundamental 
duties Dr. Chinmay Pandya said that we all are 
aware of our rights but not duties. Feelings of 
hatred and negative thoughts are spreading in the 
society which needs a replacement by positive 
thoughts. Among other speakers Lawyer of 
Supreme court focused on the foundation and 
objectives of Human rights. Speaker Daksha 
sharma spoke on the rights of women, related issues 
and there solution. Speakers Vinay kakkar and 
Dean prof. Abhay Saxena spoke on the importance 
of Human Rights and journey of moving from being 
human to human being 
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Technophilia 2017 

Department of Computer Science organized two days program 
Technophilia,160 students participated in the six competitions held 
under this program

 Addressing the students and teachers on the occasion of closing 
ceremony, Dr. Chinmay Pandya, the Pro-Vice Chancellor of the university, 
asked the students to give importance to the values. Future generations 
have to face many challenges and they can fight with the negative world 
by being positive and with goodwill and affection could become value 
added technocrats. 

Professor Abhay 
Saxena, the Head of the department of Computer 
Science gave  information about the 6 competitions held in 
the workshop which were Bug of Debug, NFS, Assemble 
Jumble, E-Poster, Blind Coding, Tech-charades, 

Mr. Chandrashekhar Patel received the Best Teacher 
Award for the year 2017 in Computer Science 
Department. The awards and certificates, on the occasion, 
were distributed by the honorable Pro-Vice Chancellor of 
the university.



Animation day

16th International Animation Day was celebrated at dsvv 
campus  which was dedicated to Geo turf the first animation 
machine made by Amil Renaldus.  On this day various 
competitions were organized in the name of Prakhar 
–pragya. The competitions held were film titles, 
photography, art in which participation was from Dehradun 
and dsvv. Sidhi Thapa stood first and Navneet Singh was 

second in photography 
competition. Sudhanshu 
rawat from ITM university 
Dehradun was first in Art competition. Shri Ram from dsvv grabbed first prize 
in film titles. Various faculty members of various dept. participated in the 
competitions. Res. Vice Chancellor Sir participated and encouraged the 
students.

Departments’ Diary
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Workshop fitness for all

Department of education and Physical education foundation 
organized a workshop focusing on how to remain healthy in our 
daily lives. Vice chancellor Shri Sharad Pardhi focused on the 
holistic approach of health and how balanced diet plays an 
important role in life. Dr. Jagvir Singh  laid the importance of 
sportsmanship and role of fitness. Dean Prof Suresh Barnwal 
welcomed the guests. 



Visits
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DSVV at GLOBE

The Dignitary from Birmingham University visited the Dev Sanskriti University

The Dignitary from Birmingham University visited the Dev 
Sanskriti University

Professor Nicholas Adams from the University of Birmingham, 
United Kingdom, arrived at the Dev Sanskriti University.During 
discussions held with the Hon. Pro-Vice Chancellor, Dr. 
Chinmay Pandya, the Professor had a series of talks on 
academic, research and creative activities. Dr. Pandya, in turn, 
introduced him to Yogic Science & Ayurveda. Besides, he also 
threw light on the internal aspects of Yoga and the journey 
towards the inner world. Sharing his academic curiosities, Prof. 
Adams put forward his views on various researches done by 
him along with their significances. At the end of the discussion, 
Prof. Adams and Dr. Pandya assured each other for future 
collaborations in various creative programs.
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An MOU is sighned between All India Institute of Medical Sciences 
(AIIMS), Rishikesh and the Dev Sanskriti University (DSVV), haridwar. 
Professor Ravikant, the Director and CEO of AIIMS, and Dr. Chinmay 
Pandya, the Pro-Vice Chancellor of DSVV, jointly signed the MOU. 
This MOU would promote academic exchanges between the two 
institutes, besides making it possible for mutual exchange of students, 
teachers and medical practitioners at various levels of research, 

rural medical development 
and training programs.

The Director of AIIMS, 
Padamshree Prof. 
Ravikant, told that AIIMS specializes in Allopathic therapy 
while DSVV specializes in Yoga, Ayurveda and Alternative 
therapies. Both the institutes can together play an effective 
role in diagnosing diseases. The practitioners belonging to 
AIIMS will not only receive training from DSVV for curing 
various diseases but also they will enhance their utility by 
learning the art of healthy living.

MOU Aims &dsvv
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An MOU signed with the Lithuanian University of Health Sciences

An MOU was also signed between LUHS and DSVV and a joint programme in Yoga and Life 
Style Modification will be designed. 

Faculty of Public Health Prof. Habil, dr. Ramune Kalediene An 
MOU signed with the Lithuanian University of Health Sciences.

Yoga competition

National competition in yoga was organized at 
Bhuvneshwar, Orissa. The students of dsvv Rupesh 
kumar bagged the gold medal, student Amrita of 
M.A Sanskrit won silver medal. Among the 
categories girls stood Third and boys stood fourth.  
Various Universities and Institutes of India 

participated in 
the competition and DSVV made Uttrakhand proud by their 
achievements.

Guest lectures by senior journalist and anchor of TV news channel 
News Nation Anuragh Dixit and Ramesh Bhatt senior Journalist 
and Advisor to CM Uttrakhand.

MOU signed between DSVV and State Hindu Religion-Indonesia

Religion ministry Hindu Directorate 
signed an MOU with DSVV for course 
on Indian culture and Vedic traditions. 
With this education would be 
imparted to the teachers of various 
university of Indonesia.



Celebrations
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Ganga Mahotsav

National Ganga Mission organized Ganga Utsav at Haridwar in which volunteers of 
National Service Scheme , DSVV participated  in various activities. They won various 
applauses in welcome song and street plays. The mayor of Haridwar shri Manoj Garg was 
present and he asked everyone to take an oath of cleaning river Ganga. In the quiz pragya 
Kumari and Neha Kumari won prizes respectively. On this occasion volunteers cleaned the 
Ganga Ghats .
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DSVV Chronicles

Key to Success: Sustenance of Good Health

It is very well known that healthy body and 
sound mind are necessary for progress in life. 
One can only move ahead and progress by 
sustaining good health; one that is healthy is 
completely enjoying the life. Undoubtedly 
this world is full of opportunities of joy. Even in 
such an attractive and entertaining place 
there are many unfortunate people who are 
left out from enjoying its pleasures. The 
reason is that happiness and pleasure are 
like fluids, like milk and water. You need a 
vessel to store them you cannot keep water 
and milk if you have no vessel. In the same 
way it is difficult to acquire worldly pleasure 
if you do not have the container of strength. 
Even in the holy books its mention that good 
health is the implement to accomplish dharma 
, ( moral duties) artha ( prosperity ), kama ( 
wordly desires) and moksa ( ultimate 
salvation , enlightment from all sorrows and 
grief). But one who is not healthy cannot 
perform his / her duties efficiently and 
cannot be able to fulfilling aspirations and 
acquire prosperity. Bernard McFadden , 
professor of Health Science says “ There are 
just a few rules and very simple too , to keep 
up good health , there is no need to go 
through any good books or to visit any 
laboratory to learn them . What is needed is 

only that avoid applying your over 
intelligence against nature . Keep away from 
punishing yourself and straining your body.” 

If you desire health , search it within , observe 
yourself and find out which instructions of 
mother nature are you flouting and what all 
excesses are you imposing on yourself . If you 
are following a wrong direction stop at the 
very moment you detect it, take an about turn 
and start moving in the right direction.” For a 
good health one need to be physically and 
mentally fit as unfit body never leads to a 
sound mind. So the foundation pillar of good 
health is nutritious food and physical exercise 
also. It is important to take food at the right 
time in the right quantity. The regular exercise 
also ensures the proper functioning of every 
component of the body. Therefore it is 
essential to take good food with regular 
exercise routine. The other most important 
thing for healthy body is the cleanliness. It is 
essential to take bath regularly with clean 
water and scrubbing the body. It is necessary 
to clean your inner and outside for healthy 
body and mind. So keep in mind the rules to 
protect health as the most essential task and 
follow the same in a determined way without 
even bit of negligence. To remain healthy is 
your birth right. Rise stand up, achieve this 
God gifted privilege and enjoy its pleasure. 
Till your search for progress, prosperity, 
pleasure and peace outside of you, you 
achieve only a little success and fell disgusted 
quite often .But when you start digging your 
own inner strength for the same then you are 
on the right path.
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- Pt. Shriram Sharma Acharya
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There is need for an educational institution which could mould 
its students into noble and enlightened human beings: selfless, 
warm-hearted, compassionate and kind.

-Acharya Pt. Shriram Sharma
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